LAYING SOLID FOUNDATIONS FOR LEARNING
RESOURCES FOR TEACHING LANGUAGES IN GRADES 4-6
DO YOU HAVE THEM?

For each learner

- Personal dictionary
- Language textbook and Languages exercise book
- Work cards per Reading book
- Bookmarks/reading record cards

Resources for the teacher

- Vocabulary flash cards as needed
- Grade-level shared texts of different types (as per NCS: informational texts, short stories, poems etc) in the form of Big Books, textbooks or readers
- Reading vocabulary list for the year
- Spelling list for the year
- Graded Grade level readers or other texts
- Read-aloud texts e.g. short novels, newspaper articles etc.
- Collection of ‘library’ books, including different level fiction and non-fiction books, dictionaries
- Published dictionary

For the walls

- Word wall
- Sight-word chart/list per year
- Writing charts/writing frames showing different genre (e.g. dialogues, research report, recipe, book review, letter, instructions, etc)
- Reading Motivation posters

Additional resources

- Teacher’s Reference Books
- Educational Magazines
- Children’s encyclopedias